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Over the past decade or so, the term Bclimate system modeling^ has been gradually changed to
Bearth system modeling^, which reflects a shift of emphasis on seeking more understanding
and modeling of how human activities (e.g. agriculture, urbanization, energy exploration and
exploitation, and socio-economics) affect and are affected by climate variability and change.
While anthropogenic greenhouse gases and aerosols as a driving force for climatic change and
impacts have been a primary focus of study, changes in land use and land cover, especially
urbanization and agricultural practice, have received increasing attention. Because most
adaptation and many mitigation decisions are made at local and regional scales, regional earth
system modeling is an important tool to provide high-resolution regional information neces-
sary for sound science-based decision-making. In recognition of these needs and develop-
ments, the first international symposium on regional earth system modeling and analysis was
held in Beijing on May 18–22, 2011. This special issue assembles the papers that were
presented at the symposium or later solicited to represent a broad range of topics, which are
briefly reviewed below.

Regional earth system modeling can benefit from experience gained and lessons learned in
regional climate modeling. Most regional climate modeling has been conducted by nesting a
high-resolution limited-area climate model within a coarse-resolution global climate model,
and this approach is the so-called one-way nesting such that the global model provides lateral
boundary conditions for the regional model but the regional dynamics does not feedback to the
global model. By reviewing five currently available variable-resolution global climate models
(VR-GCMs), McGregor (2013) in this issue provides an attractive alternative to limited-area
regional climate models (RCMs). These VR-GCMs are not only able to provide high-quality
dynamically- downscaled regional climate simulations, they also overcome the spurious
reflections associated with the lateral boundaries in limited-area RCMs and allow beneficial
interactions between flow in the fine-resolution and coarser regions. It is well known that
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GCMs have biases that can propagate through lateral boundaries and severely affect
regional climate simulations. Therefore, bias-correction is always a topic in regional
modeling, especially in downscaling future climate change for societal impact assess-
ments. Done et al. (2013) show a successful example of how such bias can be
removed in a manner that retains the day-to-day weather, climate variability and
change components.

Factors affecting regional climate variability and change include, but are not limited to,
remote oceanic influences, local oceanic processes, high-frequency atmospheric variability,
and long-lived greenhouse gases. Regional climate models are well suited to differentiating the
roles of the above processes in controlling regional climate and high-impact weather. Done
et al. (2013) have also documented the importance of domain size, location and resolution in
modeling tropical cyclones. Patricola et al. (2013) used a large-domain regional climate model
encompassing North America, South America, the Atlantic Ocean, western Europe,
and Africa to separate the effects of remote Pacific influences through the western
lateral boundary condition (LBC) and local processes related to Atlantic sea surface
temperature anomalies on extreme precipitation patterns in the Midwest United States.
An innovative feature of this study is that the authors apply a 10-day low-pass filter
to the western LBC to quantify the role of interactions between the eddy and time-
mean flow in modulating extreme flood events. Tian et al. (2014) describe a terrestrial
ecological model that is capable of modeling spatial and temporal variability of three
fluxes of major greenhouse gases (CO2, N2O, and CH4), and they further compare
these three gases’ combined and separate global warming potentials, using the United
States as an example. More work needs to be done to develop such biogeochemical
models, evaluate their performance, and implement them in regional earth system
models for integrated impact assessments.

Regional earth system modeling should also emphasize characterization of important
regional features, development of regional-specific datasets, and development of models that
are tailored for regional use. For example, the Chinese government has implemented a series of
large-scale reforestation/afforestation policies to address various natural disasters and environ-
mental crises, especially in North China. Have these policies caused the changes of the land
surface parameters and climate conditions? In two companion papers, Fan et al. (2014a)
provide observational evidence of land use and land cover change (LULCC) over the Loess
Plateau region from 2001 to 2009, while Fan et al. (2014b) relate LULCC to climate variations
and human activities using statistical analysis. Both studies provide an ideal case for further
modeling studies, although relevant component modules remain to be developed and refined.
Dan et al. (2013) describe a land surface eco-physiological model and apply it within a
regional climate model to study its impact on simulating the summer climate in East China.
Gu et al. (2013) document the importance of a well-calibrated one-dimensional physically
based lake model coupled to a regional climate model for lake temperature simulations.
Barlage et al. (2015) show that allowing groundwater–soil moisture interaction may improve
the simulations of soil moisture, latent heat fluxes, and 2-m air and dew-point temperatures.
Wang et al. (2013) describe recent community efforts in China in developing regional climate
and environment modeling.

Arguably, the largest rate of urbanization occurred in China during the past decades. Feng
et al. (2013) have investigated the impacts of urbanization and anthropogenic heat release in
China on the East Asian monsoon using a limited-area regional climate model coupled to an
urban canyon model. A different urban canyon model coupled to a land surface model is used
by Oleson et al. (2013) to quantify present-day and projected mid-21st century rural and urban
heat stress for boreal summer over the U.S. and southern Canada and examine the
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effects of three urban density classes on heat stress. Future work needs better
urbanization datasets. One example is provided by Jia et al. (2014) who use multi-
scale high-resolution satellite data and field campaigns to derive urban fraction and
road (street) width, two key parameters in urban modeling, for China. The impacts of
these refined and region-specific urbanization datasets in China on regional environ-
ment and climate remain to be investigated.

Regional-scale environment–human interaction and their integrated modeling for resource
decision-making require new initiatives and new lines of thinking. The resultant models are
expected to address sustainability and the food-water-energy-climate nexus. Adam et al.
(2014) describe a BioEarth initiative, which integrates multiple stand-alone models (such as
atmospheric, terrestrial, aquatic, and economic models) within a modular earth system model-
ing framework to generate usable information for agricultural and natural resource decision-
making at the regional scale. Kraucunas et al. (2014) describe another initiative called the
Platform for Regional Integrated Modeling and Analysis (PRIMA) initiated at Pacific North-
west National Laboratory (PNNL), and provide an excellent overview of the platform, initial
results, and lessons learned.

In summary, regional earth system modeling is a fast emerging and rapidly growing
research endeavor. The entire research and stake-holder communities are facing great chal-
lenges and opportunities. Challenges exist in understanding physical, chemical, biological, and
human processes across multiple spatiotemporal scales and in processing big data from remote
sensing, in-situ observations, decision-making, ensemble simulations, and comprehensive
modeling output. The papers included in this special issue provide some key examples and
pointing to a bright future for growth and application.
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